
Th = re Dallas FO files av 7/2/78 
tn 42 hours end 20 minutes i've gone over the actual # 89 sections of the records rovided, The other sections are cliprings, axcept for one of citizens! letters, Or they heve not prowided any of theix Subs, cither, 

i'm not giving Quin any more then he needs. Not from distrust because I believe he is honest. Rather not to make the 1996 misteke of thinking they can be honest when you give the FEI proofs. The 2x4 is now perhaps long enough but just in case IM1 not whittle either end without need. 

    

copies for Lil, who has hardly begun the copying job. (Out of order I have a copy of the vorest original ¢ ied L¥S, not 4 “i specifying the existence 
Also something that may be of help to that bad Zebra in NY in the Duading case. I've not yet read 2¢ but it represents his acknolwedgement of the Pimacle bock of three years Garlier and includes his having a mesting in DC with the Fer.) 

t an not just assuming from “emghis that they have many other Subs, I have citanton 

    

of one I remember in hich they hide my friend Paul’s name and let it out that neither the writer nor the addressee of the letter he gave them knows it. i was no exception. 

4s usual most is nut stuff and their diligent pursuit of statistics by pursuing it. The clippings are probably valuable. I've not locked at then. I presume they are in rough chronological order and of the Dalles and Fort Worth papers only. There are some promising ieads not reselved in these records. 
On (non)complianee we have very string stuff. it can be interpreted that during the processing they decided on new stonewalling of me or new assaults on the Act through special interpretations because I an one they prefer to stonewall. I think we are strong on this abent another Pratt, 

Our procedure will be as usual, 441 will make the copies I've indicated end then T'11 keep the originals as I've received them. Sach Section is already in an individual file 

separate get of worksheets, which will mean more or less of an inventory of what I've gotten sud will got We have already established a separate file of worksheets for the 
have not been duplicated. 

Ive made notes of extra copies for possible use in fightine/ 
establish a separate file of such copies as I review all the copies when Lil gets the copying dob completed. (Competetition with retyping the 1996 affidavit, exhibits already copied. ) 

i may file other appeals with Shea if I ses something special as I uke this review but as of now 1 have no plens for any. You fay make some legal approaches but I've _ accomplished my initial purpose and may have done enough for the follow-up. My appeal is filed, recognized and regarded as “Zrotective.” I've been told and wali get a letter on it. I think I've apmed the Shea office enough. I'll probably send a few illustrations ister. One of ny other purposes was to make it more unlikely that Civil will want to fight this 

     
      

  

wecall where I put them.) Then I'm reserving what may well be the major fight- the separate file by subject I’m sure they have, or for the index ecards I know they have, er both. I have the deseription and the dimensions of the index. These ean be extrao~ 

 




